Gas Detection and Water Analysis Monitors

Flood Protection Systems - Removable Floodwall

Online and Portable Monitors for Suspended Solids and DO

Pressure Transmitters and Transducers

Magnetic, Mass and Ultrasonic Meters

Online Monitors and Analyzers of BOD, TOC, COD

Alarm Autodialing, Monitoring, Reporting and Control System

Pressure Guages, Thermometer and Self Op Temperature Regulators

Resilient and Metal Seated AWWA Gate Valves

High Performance Butterfly, Control and Plug Valves

Cast Iron, Aluminum, Stainless Steel Sluice Gates, Telescopic and Mud Valves

Cast Iron Epoxy Coated Stainless Steel Knife Gate Valves

Pinch Valves-Automated or Manual, Knife Gates and Expansion Joints

Pressure Reducing, Altitude, Relief and Diaphragm Valves

Patented TMS (Total Mixing System) and Duckbill Rubber Check Valves

Air Release, Check, Plug and AWWA Butterfly Valves
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